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B O B D E H AV E N : M I C R O S O F T

As internet viewing figures continue to rise, media
companies are having to explore new ways of delivering appealing content to their viewers that can be
delivered via the device and channel of their choice,
at the time of their choosing.
In the following pages, find out how broadcasters
and media organisations around the world are reacting to consumer demands, dealing with the changes
taking place in their industry and turning to cloud
solutions like Azure Media Services to become agile
content creators.

INTERVIEW

The new face of TV
As internet viewing figures soar, broadcasters are having to figure out new ways of delivering
premium content quickly and reliably. We speak with Tony Emerson to find out more
BY REBECCA L AMBERT
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ouTube videos are proving big business today. It’s reported that Felix Kjellberg – the
man behind last year’s most watched YouTube channel, PewDiePie – makes at least US$4
million a year in ad sales. Amassing over 4.1
billion hits in 2014 alone, the UK-based gaming
commentator’s channel currently has 36 million
subscribers and counting.
For those who haven’t seen them, PewDiePie’s
videos are by no means polished. And he’s not
the only one producing this type of home-grown
content. So how does this affect the many broadcast and media companies who have stuck with
the mantra that as long as they’re producing the
highest quality content they will still attract a
broad audience and, ultimately, succeed? Is content still king?
“In many respects it still is,” says Tony Emerson,
managing director of the Worldwide Media and
Cable division at Microsoft. “But as the likes of
PewDiePie and other YouTube stars are proving,
you don’t necessarily need to spend big bucks
on top-notch content to get the viewers – and
you certainly don’t need to distribute it via TV
anymore. We work closely with premium content providers to stream their videos from Azure
so they do not need to depend on the YouTube
model and lose control (and revenue) to Google.”
What the internet has done is open up content
sharing to pretty much anyone. “New contributors don’t have all the old baggage of feeling like
they need to put together the best scripted movie
quality content,” says Emerson. “They just put
stuff out there and if it resonates with viewers
then they can quickly achieve overnight success.
It’s become more acceptable – not to mention
easier – to produce content at a much lower cost.”
Major media companies are making moves to
cash in on this latest trend and become more
agile content creators. Last year, Disney bought
short-form video producer Maker Studios,
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which has the likes of PewDiePie signed to its
network, for US$1 billion.
Confirming the acquisition, Disney chairman
and CEO Rober Iger said: “Short-form online
video is growing at an astonishing pace and, with
Maker Studios, Disney will now be at the centre of this dynamic industry with an unmatched
combination of advanced technology and programming expertise and capabilities.”
According to Emerson, the key to success for media companies today is to provide their customers
with instant gratification, which translates into the
ability to view the content of their choice when they
want, where they want and on any device.
For many, this means doing away with antiquated
systems that are not integrated or mobile, and moving to more modern, cloud-based technologies that
not only help them to enhance team collaboration
and workflow but also to reduce the overall cost of
the IT infrastructure needed to do so.
“This is critical for media networks since so
much content is created in the field, especially
when it comes to live entertainment such as

Media companies are
turning to the cloud
to stream content to
viewers on the device
of their choice

MEDIA

sporting events,” says Emerson. “Media and cable
companies need to support collaboration across
great distances, and they must enable this while
ensuring the highest levels of security to protect
their intellectual property. They need to deliver
their content across great distances, too, as consumers want digital, personalised content to be
available from anywhere.”
Using the power of the cloud, media companies are finding that they can launch new services
quickly, deliver content across the widest range of
devices and manage peak demand times without
huge investments in on-premises servers.
Take Japanese station FujiTV, for example.
Recently, it launched FujiTV NextSmart – a
24-hour internet channel version of its cable/
satellite channel supported by Microsoft Azure
Media Services. It streams content live but also
replays content on demand for a limited time
after the original broadcast. It can be viewed on
pretty much any mobile device and has reduced
the average age of new subscribers by 15 years.
Next Generation Sports Network (NGSN) is

taking a similar approach. Earlier this year, it
launched a beta web service that streams live
football matches from eight leagues around the
world to subscribers in the US.
“Using Microsoft Azure as its platform, NGSN
built a scalable solution that can not only serve
millions of subscribers when it’s game time, but
also supports the entire video workflow from end
to end — essentially a broadcast and production
facility in the cloud, including live ingestion and
commentary, live encoding, live and on-demand
broadcasting, and user apps for iOS, Android,
Windows Mobile, Xbox and more,” says Emerson.
Developments like this are just some of the ways
in which Microsoft is helping media companies
keep up with their customers’ demands. “We’re
committed to helping them to spin up new services quickly in the most cost-effective ways,” explains Emerson. “Today, broadcasters need to be
able to bring new services to market within weeks
rather than years. The industry has changed almost beyond recognition and it requires a brand
new way of doing things.”
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From start-up
to global network
Next Generation Sports Network wanted to make foreign league football
matches available live and on-demand to a global viewer base. With Microsoft
Azure, it built a global broadcasting network in just six months

P

rior to the launch of Next Generation
Sports Network (NGSN) in the US, football
(soccer) fans had limited access to game
broadcasts. Because most games are scheduled
at a certain time with no reruns, the majority of
foreign games aren’t televised – even on expensive, sports-package networks.
Harry van Streun, CEO and president of NGSN
set out to change that. First, he acquired the live
broadcasting rights of seven key European and
South American football leagues. His ultimate
plan was to provide football fans with a 24-hour,
live-streaming, on-demand sports network that
offered HD broadcasting of entire football games
from all of these leagues over the internet – an
industry first.
But here was the challenge: at the time, the
small four-person NGSN team had little technical knowledge of internet broadcasting. Even
with the right partners, building a global broadcasting network to deliver on this plan could
take up to a year or more. Not only did van
Streun want to go live in months, but he wanted
an infrastructure ready to serve millions of subscribers around the world.
To help move his ambitious plan forward,
van Streun turned to Microsoft and Azure
cloud services.
The Microsoft team quickly got to work on
a comprehensive architecture. To provide the
necessary level of development flexibility and
scale, the team used Microsoft Azure Media
Services – a comprehensive end-to-end media
workflow solution designed to reduce the costs
associated with integrating multiple products
and providers.
Azure Media Services provided everything
NGSN needed to operate a cloud-based video
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platform for live events and video on demand.
End-to-end live streaming in the cloud included
live transcoding and adaptive bitrate streaming.
Video on-demand services came with encoding
of summaries and full matches with adaptive
bitrate streaming. Azure Media Services also
provided seamless integration with Azure CDN,
enabling delivery of high-bandwidth content to
end-users around the world along with pointand-click provisioning.
The solution was developed using Visual Studio Online and a full suite of Azure Services.
Multiple partners were used to build out other
components of the broadcasting infrastructure.
To streamline the workflow with partners, Azure Active Directory was used for authentication
on the management portals. To finalise its build
and launch, NGSN was supported by Microsoft
Premier Support Services which also provides
ongoing 24/7 business mission critical customer
support.
The combination of Azure Media Services with
other Azure Platform as a Service components
proved to be an ideal for NGSN, combining a
complete media solution with the scale and reliability to deliver to a global market.
With its comprehensive suite of tools and partners, Microsoft Azure dramatically reduced the
time to market versus a similar, on-premises
solution. “The depth and breadth of services
available through Azure is much bigger than I
anticipated,” says van Streun. “Azure provided us
with an end-to-end media platform that helped
us deliver a very complex solution in a very short
timeframe. This project would normally have
taken a year, and it was delivered in six months.”
The Sochi Olympics project had already
highlighted the benefits of Azure’s unmatched
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Using the power of
Azure Media Services,
NGSN is able to stream
live football games
from all over the
world to millions of
subscribers

scale. Azure provides the largest hyper-scale
and distributed global scale cloud infrastructure in the world. In fact, Microsoft currently has two times as many regions as Amazon
Web Services and five times as many public
regions as Google Cloud.
The Microsoft hyper-scale cloud platform allows for very fast scalability. As the company’s
needs increase, the option to scale-up is just
a few clicks away. This will help NGSN scale
from its current US market coverage to markets
around the world. “With our earlier solutions,
growth would have been a catch-up game. Now
it’s a scale-out game,” says van Streun.

Azure can handle sudden traffic spikes and
heavy loads without new infrastructure costs or
capacity worries on the customer’s part, and its
enterprise-grade active redundancy and failover
support throughout the network help assure reliability. This is especially critical to NGSN, where
major football matches can place enormous demands on the network.
Later this year, NGSN plans to expand beyond
football to serve the needs of sports fans worldwide.
But the successful realisation of the initial launch is
still very much on the minds of the team at NGSN.
“When I saw our first live transmission out of Russia
– that was a real moment of joy,” says van Streun.
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Elevated access
to key analytics
US broadcaster Hearst has moved its BI solution to the cloud, reducing costs by 35%

H

earst Television serves 30 US cities and
reaches approximately 18% of US households. The TV station broadcasts 60
video channels, featuring local and national
news, weather, information, sports and entertainment programming, and local community
service-oriented programmes. The stations also
host and operate digital online and mobile platforms that extend the company’s brands and content to local, national and international audiences.
Hearst’s on-premise business intelligence (BI)
solution was comprised of data extracted from its
operational traffic system to the Decentrix BIAnalytix data warehouse, hosted on a virtual machine.
Data was processed into an Analysis Services OLAP cube hosted on physical hardware
and subsequently synchronised to a SharePoint
application server hosting corporate reporting.
As configured, the infrastructure was not suitable for delivering data to business users by the
established 6am deadline. Instead of investing
more money in expensive on-premise hardware
solutions and infrastructure to manage it, Hearst
wanted to explore the viability of a cloud implementation of their existing BI solution in Microsoft Azure.
Decentrix was commissioned to migrate the
existing BI solution onto the Azure cloud platform. Decentrix took a hybrid approach to shift
the heavy workloads into Azure without disrupting existing business processes relying on the
on-premise SharePoint solution.
Using BIAnalytix in the Azure cloud, Hearst is
getting data insights much faster than previously.
Furthermore, the company now has the architectural flexibility to scale operations as data sources and volumes continue to grow.
By refactoring a few pieces of the extract, transform and load (ETL) process to align better with
the Azure architecture, the end-to-end process-
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ing time for nightly work was reduced by 40%.
This means more flexibility in the processing
schedule to add additional data for business users. At the same time, resources in Azure were
used to their maximum capability whenever
possible because the entire BI solution was on
dedicated equipment.
By implementing a rolling shutdown and startup routing, Decentrix was able to minimise the
uptime of the servers in Azure, thus reducing
overall costs. By using this carefully managed operational technique, the overall cost of hardware,
software and support has been reduced by 35%.
“The results have exceeded my expectations,”
said Al Lustgarten, vice president of IT and administration at Hearst. “The reduced processing
times have been impressive, and the stage is set
for future projects in the cloud. I can’t say enough
good things about the team at Decentrix that
made all this happen, and I am very impressed at
how quickly this was completed.”

Using Azure, Hearst
is getting faster data
insights
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